
20% of all adults and 35% of 18-to-34-
year-olds have placed takeout or 

delivery orders on smartphones 
or tablets in the past month.
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Office Lunch Orders

A look behind, ahead and in the moment at what we mean by...

Designated offi  ce mom Gloria unpins 

the takeout menu du jour from the 

lunchroom bulletin board. She makes 

a copy, attaches the offi  ce routing 

sticker and sees that it gets to every-

one who typically orders lunch from 

Sal’s Deli or Lotus House.  When she’s 

sure that everyone has checked their 

name off  the routing slip — involving 

several walks to other desks or offi  ces 

— she phones Sal or Mei Li and reads 

off  a long list of sandwiches, sides and 

condiments. It gets delivered, word 

spreads through the offi  ce, people 

fi nd their orders, fi ve to 10 percent 

of which are wrong. Everyone gives 

Gloria $10 or $15. Gloria spends the 

next 15 minutes looking for change 

and settling accounts. 

Gloria sends an email to her 

lunch group announcing 

that the order du jour is 

being sent to Sal’s or Lotus 

House at 12:00 sharp.  She 

includes the link to Sal’s 

or Lotus House’s group 

ordering site, powered by 

olo.com, Zuppler.com, or 

one among dozens of third-

party platforms now making 

restaurant menus and 

payment options functional 

online. Everyone peruses 

the menu and adds their 

choices to the group order, 

complete with their choice 

of sides and condiments. 

Everyone pays for his own 

order, using credit card or 

PayPal. Even Harry, who’s 

over at CVS getting his fl u 

shot, can put in his order, 

since he’s gotten the message 

and access to the site via 

smartphone. Gloria can see 

who has entered their order. 

She specifi es pickup at 1 p.m. 

and prepays with the offi  ce 

credit card.  Everyone gets 

what they ordered.

 When the boss feels gener-

ous, she repeats the last group 

order with one click and 

picks up the tab. Even orders 

as time-sensitive as coff ee 

or hot soup can be ordered 

online, because, as olo.com

CEO Noah Glass observes, 

“� e big driver isn’t online 

ordering — it’s mobile order-

ing.”  If customers order from 

mobile apps, and if (with their 

permission) that app relays 

the location of the phone it’s 

running on, operators can 

time that order correctly.  

� eoretically, at least, those 

quickly made orders can be 

held  until the customer is lo-

cated minutes from the door 

or the pre-ordered, pre-paid 

drive-through. 

Then + 10 years: Gloria 

faxes the order over.
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